Accurate approximations are presented for the time development of both edge conditions and internal structures of a blast wave with shock heated electrons, and equal ion and electron temperatures at the shock. The cases considered evolve in cavities with power law ambient densities (including the uniform ambient density case) and have negligible external pressure. Account is taken of possible saturation of the thermal conduction flux. The structures evolve smoothly from those given by Cox and Edgar (1981) to the adiabatic structures given by Cox and Franco (1981) .
This work continues a project begun in Cox and Edgar (1983, hereafter Paper I), modelling spherically symmetric supernova blast waves in a power-law ambient density distribution. The gas is assumed to be ideal, totally ionized, and the helium abundance is 10% of the hydrogen abundance by number. We have assumed also that non-coulomb processes heat the electrons in the shock, so that the electron and ion temperatures are equal immediately behind the shock. Thermal conduction is then important at early times when the temperature is high, but less important later, when the electron temperature and conductivity are lower. Our formulation of the thermal conduction flux follows that of Cowie (1977) , which accounts for saturation effects.
We report here an approximate solution to the evolution of temperature, density, and pressure structures of such a supernova remnant. We separate, via physically reasonable approximations, the immediate postshock behavior from the evolution of the system as a whole, and solve for the evolution of the postshock conditions.' We then separate, again by reasonable approximations, the dynamical and thermal evolution of individual gas parcels from that of the overall structure, and follow conditions in these parcels. Knowledge of the history of each parcel would facilitate the calculation of ionization fractions, which may be far from equilibrium.
We thus continue a study of the first order effects of thermal conduction on . the structure, spectrum, and surface brightness distribution of a "non-radiative" remnant, including as much physics as possible, while avoiding the numerical solution of coupled partial differential equations.
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The notation for the variables we have used is listed in Table 1 , along with that of their post-shock derivatives ( 3£n f / 9ta R) and In addition, ambient pressure has been neglected, and p g = -3 has been assumed. This last is equivalent to assuming P g Rg is constant, which cannot be exactly correct, but reflects the general effect of conservation of energy. In Paper I it was shown that the early and late asymptotes have p g Rj which differ by only a few percent at most (depending on u>). This assumption may tend to smooth over real short term excursions in pressure but prevents spurious approximation-induced variations and thus provides a physically based stability to the behavior.
Writing the post-shock equations of motion for a gas parcel in terms of the logarithmic derivatives given in Table 1 produces several relations among these quantities. Mass and momentum conservation give
The energy equations for the ions and electrons can be separated ) ]. Also, n = n H + n He = l.ln E , p i = nkTj, p e = (1.2/1.l)nkT e , so that the ideal gas law becomes p = (2.3/l.l)nkT.
Equation .
(5) can be solved at R = R 0 (using the assumed g =1 S -S appropriate to electron and ion temperature equilibration by non-coulomb processes in the shock) for v = (3to g/3Jln R) to produce i i 4-x,, R_ &"
Writing equation (4) in terms of n = -(3AnT e /3ta R) g and making use of the fact that -TP\H-( g-a), it follows that
which, together with equation (6) gives us ri as a function of x , x , and R s W
To evaluate the thermal conduction flux, we use the form given by Cowie (1977) for the ratio of true flux to classical (i.e.
non-saturated) flux: ) where b = 6xlO~7 (30/£nA) cgs, from Cowie and McKee (1977) , the jump conditions relating F g , v g , P 0 v|, p s , and the ideal gas law)
whence it follows that -Ll = i - 
10 4> s (x 8 -l)T77-In this equation, T g and F g can be eliminated using equation (1) and the ideal gas law. The result can be written
where z is a normalized radius defined by
The z dependence follows from n. « R~u ) and p « R~ . In this
The formula for determining the costant R^ depends on energy integrals which we shall discuss later.
From equation (13), it is clear that n depends very sensitively on R in the vicinity of Ri.
For small values of z, T\ will be extremely small and the electron temperature will be flat. For large values of z, however, x is driven to 4 to keep n from becoming very s large. In fact, n approaches 4-3uj in the adiabatic limit.
In order to reduce the evaluation of the dynamics of this blast wave to the solution of ordinary differential equations, one further piece of information is required, namely the behavior of the parameter R & /F g . This parameter was discussed at some length in Paper I for the early time asymptote. In particular we can write results very well. This is certainly the value we need at the beginning of our evolution, but we are 1 about to argue that it is probably an adequate approximation throughout.
At late times (z just slightly greater than 1 constitutes late times) x is driven to 4 as we have seen. Since R-A-XF,, is everywhere should be very nearly correct; it makes no a priori judgement about the magnitudes of F or £ ; it is exact at early times when thermal conduction is most important; and it does not interfere with the approach to negligibility of thermal conduction at late times.
With this approximation, equations (6) and (7) -(6 X 2-llx s -4) + oK s (4x s -7) + (x s -2)(4-x s )x s (2.53-<u)} with TI given in (13).
The initial conditions for this equation are provided by Paper I.
In the early time (small z) limit, x =0, and the n term can be 5 neglected (thus reducing equation (16) above to equation (17) of Paper I), so that the solutions for the compression factor x (iu) given in S Table 1 of Paper I can be adopted as initial values.
It should be noted here that the Paper I results for x (u) and
= (2.53-<i>)x g follow from the assumption that the interior density structure is approximately that given by Kahn (1975) as generalized by CA. This approximation (which automatically conserves mass) was tested against analytic results for adiabatic blast waves by CF and found to be accurate to within a few percent (and much closer near the edge where the mass is concentrated).
We have found solutions to equation (16) Table 2 .
Shock radius as a function of time follows from the first jump condition in equation (1):
E°w here e(<o) = 2E Q /3V s p s is the energy integral given in Paper I, and repeated in Table 2 for reference. Here V is the volume of the remnant. Defining a natural time unit of
we obtain the ordinary differential equation 
II. The Interior Structure
In this section we will derive the approximate internal density, pressure, and temperature structures of the remnant. The approach we will follow is to solve the equations of motion for selected gas parcels from the time they are shocked as they move into the interior of the remnant.
A convenient coordinate to use in tracking gas parcels is the mass fraction y = M(R)/M, where M(R) is the mass enclosed within a radius R (which is constant for a given gas parcel, though R changes) and M is the total mass of the remnant, which increases as the shock encompasses more material.
The density structure will be assumed (as above) to be given by the approximation of Kahn (1975) as generalized by CA:
x s (3+cx) -(3-u>)x| qThe approximation conserves mass, provides the correct density and slope .at R S , and the correct logarithmic slope at R«R g . For a given gas parcel i which was shocked at z., we can calculate its present radius r = R/R by noting that y. = (zj/z) To find the remaining quantities of interest (p, T, and T ), we need two equations (plus the ideal gas law). These equations are provided by equations (4) and (5) where x' = 3x/8r and r is given in terms of y by inverting equations (20). This formula was derived assuming self-similarity, and is therefore only valid at early times (the situation addressed in Paper I). We will take the same functional form for x(w) at a H times, which necessitates using early-time asymptotic values for x S and q in equation (24) and the supporting equations (20). Thus at early times when the thermal conductivity is large it is correctly accounted for, and while the approximation is less accurate at later times, the right-hand side of equation (22) is approaching zero since v«(4-x s ). Thus the approach to the final adiabatic (K°T 3/2 /n = constant) condition is preserved, though the rate of approach may not be correct.
We now have a pair of coupled equations, which can be solved subject to the initial conditions (i.e. post-shock values) derived above, rewritten in the form
The solutions to these equations for representative parcels has been carried out, and snapshots of the resulting structure are presented in Figures 3, 4 , and 5. The density plots are normalized to P 0 (z=l) or n Q (z=l), the pre-shock density at R g =R . The temperature and pressure graphs are plotted in units of the post-shock values at We expect the sudden transition to introduce such waves, but the particular form shown is probably rather heavily influenced by our approximation scheme, in particular the constraints of the density structure to the Kahnian form and the post shock pressure to Rs development. Considering that the model was probably forced to evolve somewhat more smoothly than the actual transition, the wave amplitudes should probably be regarded as a lower limit to both the uncertainty on local conditions and the expected transient amplitudes.
III. Application of These Results
In general one wishes to calculate the conditions in a remnant with some particular explosion energy, E Q , shock radius R g , and pre-shock density P-CR,,)^^0 For given values of E Q , R g , p Q (R g ) and u>, one first finds e(u))=2E 0 /3V s p g from The radius and time units R and t can then be calculated from (27) 3+w ' 5-oj 1 which follow from equations (14), (17), (18) If one is interested in only a cursory picture of the remnant state, the postshock compression can be read from the appropriate figure.
The shock velocity, postshock mass velocity, and thermal conduction flux are found from equation (1) and the postshock temperature (and electron temperature since T £ = T was assumed at the shock) from
The logarithmic derivatives of p, p, T, T , and T e /T, can all be read from the graphs. If z is close to one of the those represented in Figure 3 , the remainder of the normalized structure is shown.
If, however, one requires a rigorous numerical description in order, for example, to calculate the past evolution to R_ and the s ionic concentrations now present, this is most easily carried out by using an analytical approximation to our calculated behavior of x .
S
This approximation must be exceedingly accurate to allow the derivation of the other parameters. We have found that writing x in 5 the form
where the coefficients are as given in Table 3 and W = z provides sufficient accuracy. Then x* = (7-3co)W(dx s /dW)/x s is straight- be used in the two equations (3) to find a and g. Equation (13) is used to find n and v follows from the identity ct-f5 = \M-ri. Your algebra can be checked by comparing the results with those found from equation (7). This procedure supplies the postshock conditions and their derivatives at any value of z. The complete density structure is provided by equation (20). In order to find the remainder of the structure or the time evolution of an individual parcel, one performs numerical integrations as in Section II.
Suppose one wishes to learn the past history of a particular gas parcel now located at r f = R f /Rg. Equation (20) (22), (23), and (24) using the contemporary values of K, C, g, x, y, x' and y for the parcel and of z, x , v at the shock. The procedure appears somewhat messy but it adds very little to the number of integrals which have to be performed anyway to follow the evolution of the ion concentrations.
IV. Discussion
The present work shows that including the effects of saturated thermal conduction depresses the shock compression factor x only modestly from the value of 4 appropriate to adiabatic calculations.
We also find that the solution undergoes a sharp transition from the early time asymptote where thermal conduction dominates to the late asymptote where the structure is essentially adiabatic and the electron and ion temperatures are nearly equal over a large fraction of the remnant. The radius at which this occurs is quite similar to that given by Cowie (1977) . .7
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